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ENCORE PRODUCT INTRODUCTIONS

GOGO
POPOVER
STRING GAMES
HADO GUEST
FACTION GUEST
FACTION NESTING
FACTION SWIVEL

ENCORESEATING.COM
GOGO // DESIGNED BY QDESIGN
Make room for GoGo - a charming collection of benches, ottomans and lounge seating that keeps pace with the speed of change. Cleverly hidden casters allow each model to be easily moved for quick reconfigurability, providing guests with the freedom to gather together for impromptu meetings and collaborative sessions or break away for individual activities.

POPOVER // DESIGNED BY CHRIS + JON PANICHELLA
Pull up a seat and join the party with Popover. Mix and match small and large sizes to create collaborative clusters, small group environments or simple stand-alone touchdown spots. Whatever the purpose, these whimsical, lightweight poufs are effortlessly repositionable and provide all the building blocks for reimagining spaces again and again.

STRING GAMES // DESIGNED BY MADSEN + CONTOIS
Playing with forms and appearances is what String Games is all about. This striking collection of meeting tables is distinguished by metal accents that appear to pass fluidly through the solid wood frame with expertly crafted precision. Available in veneer, laminate or solid surface materials, String Games can be specified in seated- and bar-heights and features optional power capability via a discreetly concealed wire management system - altogether making for an exceptionally versatile offering.

HADO GUEST // DESIGNED BY QDESIGN
Smart and stylish, Hado Guest features a slender, contemporary profile accentuated by softly tapered legs in wood or metal. With shared design elements across accompanying lounge seating, benches and tables, creating harmony throughout spaces has never been simpler.

FACTION GUEST & SWIVEL // DESIGNED BY 5D STUDIO
Expanding on the popular executive and task series, Faction guest and swivel models complete the collection with a well-rounded offering of stackable, nestable and training-focused options. Available fully upholstered or in a choice of four poly-back colors, and with multiple arm selections in matching hues, their adaptability is only surpassed by their space-saving convenience.